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The Bin (2021), dir. Jocelyn Tamayao 
From the Unstoppable program 
 
The plot of this film is simple.  A father wants his deaf son (Mico) to learn to speak.  For 
years he teaches his son to speak.  As the son grows older, however, he learns Filipino Sign 
Language and he identifies with his sign language self.  The father then learns of cochlear implants 
and wants his son to get the implants.  The son rejects this idea as well.  All of this generates 
conflict between father and son and ends with an estrangement.  
One day the father encounters a father and his daughter in a café.  The daughter is 
communicating using sign language.  The father tells them that he wants his son to get cochlear 
implants, but the daughter berates him for disrespecting the wishes of his son. She tells the father 
that he is being selfish.  Eventually, the father stops pushing his son to have the implants.  The 
father learns FSL, as does the mother.  Mico is now able to both express himself through sign 
language and be a welcome part of his family.  A happy ending.  
But this film goes well beyond the simple plot.  Is the father really selfish?  Does the father 
simply want his son to be like himself?  A fundamental feature of most parents is that they will do 
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anything to help their children be happy.  This is a strong feeling for parents, and it is not selfish.  
The problem is that the parent sees only one way for the child to be happy, and so imposes his own 
view of happiness on the child.  It is very difficult to see or understand that there are other ways 
for children to be happy.  The parent identifies with his or her own world view.  This is a common 
conflict between parents and children.  The film helps us to understand this conflict.  
Looking at the big picture, however, this film is about the other.  The conflicts between me 
and the other are often the result of one of us having a different view or understanding of what 
makes life valuable—a different world view.  I think of someone else as lazy or irresponsible, for 
example, because they do not want to live the life I live.  They do not buy into the world view with 
which I identify.  We must learn, then, to respect the differences between us and care for the person 
who is not like us, whose vision of a good life is not limited by the parameters of my own vision.  
This applies to so many situations in our lives.  It permeates our interactions with others.  This is 
a film that speaks to love and respect not only between parent and child, or between those who 
have disabilities and those that do not.  It is a film that speaks to our very humanity. 
The writer and director of the film, Jocelyn Tamayao, is herself deaf. This film is part of 
the Unstoppable program of Slamdance 2021, which features directors with disabilities. 
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